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Eclipse Gaming to Introduce Exciting New Game Concepts & Innovations at the 2017 

Global Gaming Expo (G2E)  

 

Duluth, GA, September 29, 2017 – Eclipse Gaming is elevating the gaming experience at the Global Gaming Expo 

(G2E) October 3-5 in Las Vegas, with a dynamic lineup of compelling new game content showcased on Saros™, the 

company’s new premium game cabinet. 

 

“G2E is an exciting event for us,” said Boris Amegadjie, Chief Executive Officer of Eclipse Gaming.  “During the last 

year, we have continued to strengthen our bonds with our customers, while also experiencing a very positive 

reception in new markets.    We are now positioned to really help drive our customer’s success with the pairing of 

our highly successful game content on Saros, our dynamic new game platform.  In addition, our collaboration with 

industry leading partners allows us to bring further innovation to Class II gaming, while developing a strong Class 

III portfolio.”   

 

Continuing to experience robust market growth, Eclipse Gaming will present an expanded product lineup on 

Saros, including new game themes Sweet Shots™ and Volcano Shakedown:  Pacific Payday™, along with several of 

the company’s proven performers such as Super Slots of Cash™, Big and Bad:  Into the Woods™ and Wicked Mad 

Hot:  Inferno™.  Also making its debut is the new Arcadia Select™ Multi-game series.  Highlights include: 

 

Saros – Sophisticated curves, stunning visuals, and vibrant lighting takes players to new dimensions with 

Saros.  Dramatic lighting surrounding the stylish lines of the cabinet radiates from across the casino floor, 

while emotive lighting and enriched audio stimulates the senses and further energizes the player experience.  

Dual 27” 1080p full high definition monitors showcasing innovative game content appear to float in front of 

the cabinet and add to the impact. 

 

Every aspect of the ergonomic cabinet envelops the player in comfort.  The seamlessly integrated, 15” LCD 

touchscreen button deck and the enhanced player interface brings everything within easy reach for the 
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player.  Saros was developed with flexibility and scalability in mind.  Its patent-pending modular design allows 

Saros to have multiple configurations including a standalone slant version and an upright version. 

 

Super Slots of Cash – designed to meet customers’ need for an authentic three-reel game that provides the 

rich math model and volatility that a gambler desires, while also providing an easy to play game that appeals 

to the casual player.  The modern approach to this classic one-line game marries oversized, visually appealing 

traditional symbols with five unique wild multipliers for wins up to 10x bet.  Super Slots of Cash has proven to 

be one of the company’s top performers on both the high limit and main slot floor and is a finalist in the “Best 

Land Based Product of the Year” category for the 2017 Global Gaming Awards. 

 

Sweet Shots – Players hungry for entertainment and candy-wrapped jackpots will love Sweet Shots.  

Showcased in a five-unit carousel with eye catching signage and merchandising, Sweet Shots tempts the 

senses with colorful, animated scenes filled with candy and cupcakes.  The exciting Double Wheel Bonus 

awards free spins and multipliers while six levels of progressive jackpots take players to new sugar highs. 

 

Volcano Shakedown:  Pacific Payday – Also presented in a carousel configuration with vibrant merchandising, 

this entertaining theme takes players on a real adventure, as they navigate through the brightly colored, 

tropical paradise.  Encountering lava flows, oversized wild symbols, and the very angry Tiki God who demands 

a sacrifice, players reap the rewards with free spins and credit multipliers, and the Pacific Payday progressive 

jackpot. 

 

Arcadia Select Multi-game – During G2E, casino operators will enjoy Eclipse Gaming’s new Arcadia Select™ 

Multi-game series.  Arcadia Select features some of the company’s most popular and best performing titles – 

including Lighting Strikes Twice, Big and Bad, and Ragin’ Bull – in a multi-game configuration with new 1080p 

HD graphics and enhanced animations.   

 

To experience how Eclipse Gaming’s newest innovations will make a big impression with players and drive results 

for operators, visit Eclipse Gaming’s booth #2840 during G2E 2017.   

 

About Eclipse Gaming 

Eclipse Gaming is a leading supplier of innovative games and systems for the global gaming industry. The company 

operates primarily in the Native American gaming markets in the U.S., as well as select commercial and 

international jurisdictions. Eclipse Gaming designs, manufactures and markets top performing games, local, 

mystery and multi-level progressives, and slot management systems.   For more information, please visit 

www.eclipsegamingsytems.com 
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